The State Archival Service of Ukraine

These dates were chosen because 1921 was the last year of the Ukrainian Revolution when Ukrainian people were defeated
finally by the Russian Bolsheviks in the fight for Independence,
and Ukrainian archives came under the control of political party dictatorship; 2021 – the year we live now

Dr. Larysa L. Levchenko

The State Archival Service of Ukraine

12th cent.

The first archives appeared in Ukraine during the times of Kievan Rus and the Galicia-Volyn principality.
The ancient documents were kept together with the most valuable treasure in princely palaces, in the houses of large
landowners and officials, in monasteries and churches.

The oldest documents of the Ukrainian
archives - the unique birch-bark
manuscripts – dated approximately 11101137 and kept in the Central State
Historical Archives in Lviv.
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14th - 18th cent.

The oldest documents of the period
of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania (13-14
cent.)
and
the
Polish–Lithuanian
Commonwealth (14-18 cent.) are the acts
of local governments - magistrates and
community boards. The largest and the
oldest among them is the complex of
records of the Lviv city magistrate.

The Ukrainian archives are proud of
more than 6.5 thousand act books of
cities of the Eastern Galicia dated the
period from the fifteenth to the
eighteenth century. In 1783, the Historical
Archives in Lviv founded with the aim of
their storage, has not still changed its
current housing till nowadays and is
located in the same building of the
Bernardine Monastery.

The building of the Bernardine Monastery and
documents from the Central State Historical
Archives in Lviv
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16th -17th cent.
For the first time, the term "State
Archives of Ukraine" was mentioned by a
historian Ivan Krypyakevych (1924). The
foundation of the archives is associated
with the appearance of the Cossacks, the
formation of the Zaporozhian Sich and
the Cossack State in the 16th century.
The first Ukrainian archives was located
in the city of Trakhtemyriv and kept
Cossack’s
privileges,
international
treaties, and correspondence with
regimental and sotnia governments.

The Universal of Hetman Ivan Mazepa to the Kiev-Pechersk
Lavra confirming the gift record to a noble military comrade
Yakym Golovchenko for owning the mill. 1690.
The Central State Historical Archives of Ukraine, Kyiv.
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19th cent.
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The 19th century in the history of the Ukrainian archives is characterized by the
activity of archival scientific commissions and historical societies’ archives etc.
The Odessa Society of History and Antiquities was one of the first historical
societies of the Russian Empire. It was founded in 1839 and its goal was to study the
history of the Southern Ukraine and the Crimea.
The Society was headed by professors Mykhailo Mazurkevich and Mykhailo Kiriakov.
The members of the Society obtained "the right to archaeological excavations
throughout Southern Russia" (Ukraine) from the Russian Emperor.
Having accumulated historical and archeological materials the Society created its
own library and museum.
In 1844 the Society launched the publication of "Notes of the Imperial Odessa
Society of History and Antiquities", hence thirty-three volumes had been printed by
1919.
The cover of Vol. 1: Notes of the Imperial
Odessa Society of History and Antiquities

The building of the Imperial Odessa Society
of History and Antiquities
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19th cent.

The first all-Ukrainian institution for the
identification, study and publication of sources on the
history of Ukraine was the Kyiv Archaeographic
Commission established in 1843 at the Chancellery of
the Governor-General of Kyiv, Podilia and Volyn.
The Commission searched for documents in the
archives of local judicial and administrative
institutions, magistrates, monasteries, and private
individuals. It published two editions - "Monuments" (in
4 volumes, 1845-1859), and "Archive of Southwestern
Russia" (in 35 volumes, 1859-1914) - with historical
documents dated the period from fourteenth to
eighteenth centuries.

The cover of Vol. 1: Archive
of Southwestern Russia

The collected documents created a basis of the
Kyiv Central Archive of Ancient Acts founded in 1852.
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the end of 19th cent.

The Archaeographic Commission of the Shevchenko Scientific Society in Lviv headed by Mykhailo Hrushevsky and
Ivan Franko was established in 1896. It also published the serial editions "Sources to the History of Ukraine-Russia"
(11 volumes) and "Monuments of Ukrainian-Russian Language and Literature" (8 volumes).

The cover of Vol. 1: Sources to the
History of Ukraine-Russia

The cover of Vol. 1: Monuments of UkrainianRussian Language and Literature
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until 1917

Provincial Scientific Archival Commissions based on the Regulations Provincial Historical Archives and Academic
Archival Commissions (1884) were established in Ukraine to identify, concentrate, and organize historically valuable records
and to organize local archives.
Seven Scientific Archival Commissions operated on the territory of Ukraine:








Tavriya Provincial Scientific Archival Commission (1887-1923),
Chernihiv Provincial Scientific Archival Commission (1896-1917),
Kherson Provincial Scientific Archival Commission (1898-1910),
Katerynoslav Provincial Scientific Archival Commission (1903-1918),
Poltava Provincial Scientific Archival Commission (1903–1918),
Kyiv Provincial Scientific Archival Commission (from 1914 - a part of the Kyiv Archaeographic Commission),
Kharkiv Provincial Scientific Archival Commission (1915–1918, it wasn’t operating during the First World War period).

In the Russian Empire, including Ukraine, each department, the public or self-governing institution had to store their
archival records on their own, so they established and maintained their archives. At the same time there was no unified
archival legislation and any central body to manage these archives. As a result, the institutions determined the rules of
archives functioning and the procedures for access to them.

In principle, the Russian Empire did not take into consideration the archives as a means to control the thinking of its
subjects. The function of control was handed to the church and to the police. Moreover, the half-educated population hardly
ever raised the matter of access to archives.
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1899, 1917–1921

The State Archival Service of Ukraine
In 1899, the XI Archaeological Congress was held in Kyiv. At
this Congress in the Alexander Voronov's report "French Regional
Archives", the term "archival fonds" was used for the first time.

The leaders of Ukrainian archival branch of
the Ukrainian Revolution period

Before the fall of the Russian Empire, the reform of archives
had not yet started despite the decision of the XI Archaeological
Congress and the conclusion of the Commission headed by
Professor Mykhailo Pokrovsky on the reality of embodiment of the
idea of centralizing archives' management, and transferring
historical records to archives for permanent storage.
Alexander Hrushevsky

During the Ukrainian Revolution of 1917–1921, various ideas were
put forward and attempts were made to implement several projects
of archival reform. Alexander Hrushevsky, Vadym Modzalevsky and
others pursued creating the Ukrainian National Archive (or the
National Archive of the Ukrainian State), developing a network of
state archival institutions and concentrating archival materials in
them. They also proposed centralizing archival management,
creating the consolidated Register of archival fonds, and
transferring archives to state ownership.

Ivan Kamanin

Vadym Modzalevsky

Volodymyr Miyakovsky
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1919

In late October 1919, Bolshevik troops launched the
offensive actions against Ukraine: on December 12, 1919 they
occupied Kharkiv, on December 16, 1919 – Kyiv. The Soviet
government started its operations in Kharkiv which became
the capital of Ukrainian SRR from 1919 until 1934. The Soviet
archival ‘construction’ (the term of Soviet times) began in
Ukraine after the Bolshevik power had been established.
On December 11, 1919, the All-Ukrainian Revolutionary
Committee was founded and Hrygoriyi Petrovskyi (1878–1958)
became its Head. The Committee issued ‘immunity charters’
prohibiting requisitions of archival buildings and archival
records without its permission.
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1920–1930s

On February 7, 1920 the All-Ukrainian Revolutionary
Committee established a special agency – the Special AllUkrainian Archival Commission (OVAK) – aiming to register
archives and supply the paper industry with secondary raw
materials.
On the one hand, the Bolsheviks solved the problem of
the paper crisis. On the other hand, to create a communist
society the Bolsheviks required by far the newest Soviet
human prolonged with communist consciousness, so they
destroyed historical documents of the imperial period with
the purpose of deleting the memory of the past.
For example, in Kherson city the leader of the local
OVAK O. Shmatov initiated a program of total utilization of
archival records to solve the paper deficit problem, a move
the Political Executive Committee approved.
The short report about the OVAK activity revealed that
11 provincial organs of the Commission transferred 128,062
poods (2 151 441,6 kg) to the ‘South-paper’ company during
the winter of 1920 and 1921.
It was a dramatic period for Ukrainian archives and
despite the OVAK was liquidated on January 13, 1922, archival
records utilization was in progress until the end of the 1930s.

The report on the destruction of imperial documents
dated the first quarter of 1921
in Poltava, Kharkiv, Katerynoslav and Kyiv
(TsDAVO of Ukraine, F. 14, Op. 1, Spr. 18)
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1922

The Decree of the Council of People’s Commissars of the UkrSRR
‘On the Archives Protection’ dated October 31, 1922, proclaimed the
creation of the United State Archival Fonds (EDAF).
In accordance with it, all archival documents were deemed to be the
EDAF and control over them belonged to the Holovarkh (the Main
Archival Administration). But there were some exceptions to this rule:
firstly – the ‘Istpart’ kept its own records; and secondly – all military
documents had to be transferred to the military-scientific archives of the
Russian Federation in Moscow.

All state organizations were obliged to register their archives,
assign record keepers in their offices, and transfer archival records to
state archives every three years. The organizations could not destroy
their records without permission from the Holovarkh or its local organs.

The scheme of the Main Archival Administration structure
12
(TsDAVO of Ukraine, F. 14, Op. 1, Spr. 21, Ark. 36)
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1923–1925

In January 1923, the All-Ukrainian
Central Executive Committee (VUTsVK)
approved the ‘Regulations on the Central
Archival Administration’, according to
which the Holovarkh under the People’s
Commissariat
on
Education
was
reorganized into the Ukrainian Central
Archival Administration (Ukrtsentrarkhiv)
under the VUTsVK.
The Ukrtsentrarkhiv carried out the
general management of the archival field
in the Republic. The local organs of the
Ukrcentrarchiv
were
the
gubarkhs,
working under Presidiums of the Province
Executive Committees.

The building of the Central Archival
Administration in Kharkiv, 1923-1925
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1929–1938

Despite the protests of Union Republics, on April 10, 1929 the Central Executive
Committee of the USSR and the Council of the People’s Commissars of the USSR approved a
mutual Ordinance to create the Central Archival Administration of the USSR in which Art. 2
determined the concept of archival fonds of all-Union value.
This concept covered a long abstract list of archival materials, including those
belonging to the Congress of Soviets, the Central Executive Committee, the Council of
People’s Commissars of the USSR, People’s Commissariats, and other all-Union bodies;
archival materials of the period of the February revolution of 1917; all materials related to the
establishment of Soviet power on the territory of the USSR; as well as documents on the
Red Army history and the Civil War; the archives of the central government entities which
had functioned until October 1917 and public organizations whose the activities had extended
on the whole territory of the state; and all other relevant materials which could have been
recognized having an all-Union value in accordance with the decisions of the Central
Executive Committee of the USSR.
The Central Archival Administration of the USSR had the rights to dispose of them at its
discretion. A huge number of valuable historical documents were removed from the
territories of the Union Republics to the central archives of the Russian Federation and are
yet to be returned.
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1929–1991
After the Institute of the Party History and the October
Revolution which operated under the Central Committee of
the Communist Party had been established, in August 1929
the United Party Archives was created as a special unit.
It administrated the Party Sections in the historical
archives of the counties. Subsequently, the United Party
Archives became an independent unit - the Central Party
Archives of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of
Ukraine. A system of Communist Party archives was formed
in parallel to the state archives system.
The Party Archives were created in all regions under
the Regional Committees of the Communist Party. By 1959,
Party Archives were already present in all oblasts of the
UkrSRR.

The building of the Central Archives of
Revolution in Kharkiv, 1920-1941

The Party Archives on the level of oblasts were
subordinated to the Regional Committees of the Communist
Party, and at the general Republican level – to the Archives
of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Ukraine.
From 1966 to 1991 the activity of Party Archives and the
functioning of the Party Archival Fonds were regulated by
the ‘Regulations on the Archival Fonds of the Communist
Party’.
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1938–1960

During the period from 1938 to 1960, the archival branch of Ukraine was subordinated to the People’s Commissariat of Internal Affairs (NKVS, from
1946 – the Ministry of Internal Affairs). At that time, the archives functioned in conditions of increased levels of secrecy. The users could work in the
archival reading rooms only under special control.
In Stalinist time the NKVS was the main repressive organ in the USSR. In March 1939 the Main Archival Division was created within the structure of
the NKVS of the UkrRSR to govern archives in the Republic. In June 1941 it was reorganized into the Archival Department of the NKVS of the UkrRSR and
the central archives were subordinated to the Archival Department of the NKVS directly. Respectively the oblast archives were under the control of the
chiefs of the NKVS in the oblasts, city and district archives were subordinated to the chiefs of the city and district NKVS.
It is a pity to have to write and to say this, but today it is necessary to recognize that archives were a key factor in the implementation of the
Stalinist policies of repressions. The archivists were forced to investigate archival documents for operational NKVS purposes, bluntly speaking, to
search information about persons who had nobleman or merchant origin, worked in state institutions at Imperial times, served the Tsar Army, were
deputies of city councils, directors of gymnasiums and banks, owners of private industrial and trading enterprises, members of political parties, as well
as the participants of revolts against Soviet power, the White Guardsmen, the Trotskyists, the adherents of Petliura and Hetman P. Skoropadskyi,
ministers of religious worships, foreign colonists, and representatives of foreign governments etc. The NKVS were provided with information cards on all
these people and their relatives. The cards were sent monthly to the Second Division of the NKVS. It was a secret-political department created
specifically for the fight against political enemies of the Communist regime.
The archival fonds which contained information on these individuals were classified and transferred to the security divisions of archives. At the
beginning of the Second World War, these fonds were either destroyed or evacuated for further research. To date, no one has yet compared the names
on these cards with the names of those ones who died in Stalin’s concentration camps.
The archivists found themselves among the first who were repressed.
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1939-1945

On the eve of the Second World War, the
archival branch of the UkrRSR increased due
to the addition of archives of Western Ukraine,
Bukovina and a part of Bessarabia.
During the Second World War, the
archives of Ukraine were only partially
evacuated beyond the Urals. In fact, almost all
the records created by institutions in the
decade before the war were destroyed.
Most of the archives remained on Nazioccupied territory and operated under the
Nazi
archival
administration
suffering
significantly as a result.
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1960-1991

The 20th Congress of the Communist Party of the
USSR (held in 1956) denounced the personality cult
and dictatorship of J. Stalin. On August 10, 1960, the
Central Committee of the Communist Party and the
Council of Ministers of the UkrRSR adopted a Decree
to delegate the function of archives management
from the Ministry of Internal Affairs of UkrRSR to the
Archival Administration under the Council of
Ministers of the UkrRSR, ushering in a new history of
Ukrainian archives.
After 1960 the archival branch of the UkrRSR
developed enough rapidly: buildings for archives were
erected in some central cities of regions, archival
theory and practical methods were improved,
international cooperation was initiated.
The archival repositories acquired new
complexes of historical documents including
photographs, audiovisual records, and manuscripts.

Much
attention
was
given
to
the
professionalization of archive staff, microfilming of
the most valuable archival documents, and creating
of archival guidebooks and catalogs.

The users appeared in the archival reading
rooms again.

The documents about the participation of the Ukrainian archivists in the
Fourth International Congress on Archives, Stockholm, August 17-19,
1960. TsDAVO of Ukraine, F. 1, Op. 31, Spr. 1618, Ark. 175-180.
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1991: in Independent

Ukraine

In 1991 Ukraine declared Independence from the Soviet Union. The same year the
Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine adopted three important laws: On Passing of Archives of Communist Party
of Ukraine to Subordination of the Main Archival Administration under the Cabinet of Ministers of
Ukraine; On Passing of Archival Documents of the State Security Committee of Ukraine (earlier - the
NKVS) to Governmental Archives of the Republic; On rehabilitation of Victims of Political Repressions in
Ukraine.
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1993

The Law of Ukraine “On the National Archival Fund and Archival Institutions” was
adopted by the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine on December 24, 1993.
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2000s

In 2000, the State Committee of Archives of Ukraine set up a preparation program on reference publications "the Archival
Collections of Ukraine" in two series: "Guides” and "Special directories". During 2000-2009, more than 70 archival guides were being
published within the framework of "the Archival Collections of Ukraine program".
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2006-2021

The inter-archival consolidated catalog of metrical books, stored in the archives of
Ukraine and published as a part of the series named “the Archival Collections of Ukraine“,
includes information on metrical books from the state regional and central archives of Ukraine.
The first volume of mentioned catalog was published in 2009, and the project was completed in
2021.
The consolidated catalog of metrical books does not contain indexes of surnames, but only
provides information about the preservation and signatures of metrical books of a particular
regional archives.
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2015

The Law of Ukraine on access to Archives of Repressive Agencies
of Totalitarian Communist Regime of 1917-1991 was adopted by the
Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine on April 9, 2015.
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2020

The modern system of archival institutions of Ukraine consists
of:
 specially authorized central body of executive power in the sphere of
archival affairs and records keeping - the State Archival Service of
Ukraine;
 the Central State Archives of Ukraine;
 branch-wise state archives;
 the State Archives in the Autonomous Republic of Crimea;
 local state archival institutions;
 other local archival institutions;
 archival subdivisions of state scientific institutions, museums and
libraries;
 archival subdivisions of state power bodies, local self-governing
bodies, state and communal enterprises, institutions and
organizations;
 archival subdivisions of people associations, religious organizations,
as well as private enterprises, institutions and organizations;
 archival institutions, founded by natural persons;
 archival institutions, founded by natural and/or legal persons of the
Private Law;
 scientific research institutions, as well as enterprises and
organizations in the sphere of archival affairs and records keeping.

The complex of archival buildings.
Address: 24, Solomjanska Str. , Kyiv
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2020

Archival network of Ukraine: Central State Archives
 Central State Archives of Supreme Bodies of Power and
Government of Ukraine
 Central State Archives of Public Organizations of Ukraine
 Central State Historical Archives of Ukraine in Kyiv

Central State Archives of Public
Organizations of Ukraine

 Central State Historical Archives of Ukraine in Lviv
 Central State CinePhotoPhono Archives of Ukraine named
after H. Pshenychnyi

 Central State Scientific and Technical Archives of Ukraine
 Central State Archives Museum of Literature and Art of
Ukraine
 Central State Archives of Foreign Archival Ukrainica

Central State Archives Museum of
Literature and Art of Ukraine

 Central State Electronic Archives of Ukraine
 State Scientific Archival Library of Kyiv

Central State Historical Archives of
Ukraine in Lviv
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2020

Archival network of Ukraine: Branch State Archives
















Branch State Archives of the Ministry of Defence of Ukraine
Branch State Archives of the Security Service of Ukraine
Branch State Archives of the Foreign Intelligence Service of Ukraine
Branch State Archives of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine
Branch State Archives of the Department of the State Protection of Ukraine
Branch State Archives of the Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Ukraine
Branch State Archives of Research Hydrometeorological Materials of the State
Emergency Service of Ukraine
Branch State Archives of the State Service of Special Communication and
Information Protection of Ukraine
Branch State Archives of the State Border Guard Service of Ukraine
Branch State Archives of the Ministry of Justice of Ukraine in the field of execution of
criminal punishments and probation
Branch State Archives of the Ukrainian Institute of National Memory
State Scientific and Production Enterprise «Kartographia»
State Scientific and Production Enterprise «The State Informational Geological Fond
of Ukraine»

Branch State Archives of the Ministry
of Defence of Ukraine

Branch State Archives of the Ministry
for Foreign Affairs of Ukraine

Branch State Archives of the Security
Service of Ukraine
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Poltava

Archival network of Ukraine: Regional State Archives
 State Archives in the Autonomous
Republic of Crimea
 State Archives of Vinnytsia Region
 State Archives of Volyn Region
 State Archives of Dnipropetrovsk
Region
 State Archives of Donetsk Region
 State Archives of Zhytomyr Region
 State Archives of Transcarpathian
Region
 State Archives of Zaporizhzhya Region
 State Archives of Ivano-Frankivsk
Region
 State Archives of Kyiv Region
 State Archives of Kirovograd Region


















State Archives of Luhansk Region
State Archive of Lviv Region
State Archives of Mykolaiv Region
State Archives of Odesa Region
State Archives of Poltava Region
State Archives of Rivne Region
State Archives of Sumy Region
State Archives of Ternopil Region
State Archives of Kharkiv Region
State Archives of Kherson Region
State Archives of Khmelnytsky Region
State Archives of Cherkasy Region
State Archives of Chernivtsi Region
State Archives of Chernihiv Region
State Archives of Kyiv
State Archives of Sevastopol

Ternopil

Volyn Region

Khmelnytsky

Kirovograd
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Strategy of the development of archival branch until 2025
On September 16, 2020, for the first time the State Archival
Service of Ukraine presented a Strategy for the Development of
Archives until 2025 based on Recommendation No. R (2000) 13
of the Committee of Ministers to member states on a European
policy on access to archives, Council of Europe Convention on
Access to Official Documents approved in Tromsø (Norway) on
June 18, 2009, and the Principles of Access to Archives
approved by the International Council on Archives on August 24,
2012.

At the beginning of the presentation, the Head of the State
Archival Service of Ukraine Anatoliy Khromov emphasized the
fact that archives must be human-focused precisely, and the
issue of access to archival information and resources is a
priority trend of the activity of archival institutions.
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2020

Strategy of the development of archival branch until 2025
The Strategy of the development of archives for the period by 2025 includes four clear
steps for the archival branch in Ukraine would have been able to meet the challenges of
our time:

accessible archives – providing the information needs of the society and equal access to
information, knowledge, and services;

competent archives – staffing and scientific provision, logistics;
transparent archives – renewing and harmonizing archival legislation of Ukraine with
international standards;

open archives – forming positive archival institutions’ image and the development of
communication policy in the archival field both inside and outside.
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2021
The Ukrainian martyrology of the
twentieth century is the result of the
common project of the state archives
of Ukraine, which was initiated in 1989
and renewed in 2021.
It provides intellectual access to
archival documents on the victims of
political repressions of 1920-1950
directly from the Internet.
This project was set up as an
integral part of the large international
project of UNESCO on the creation of
the electronic encyclopedia "Violation
of human rights: the international
directory of archival sources" founded
in 2004.
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2021

The first three state archives
have
renewed
cooperative
collaboration
with
FamilySearch
International based on the Agreement
dated June 2, 2020. On October 21,
2020, the state archives of Kyiv,
Mykolaiv, and Poltava regions signed
particular agreements.
This collaboration is aimed at
digitalizing
the
genealogical
documents of the National Archival
Fonds.
On December 29, 2020, two more
state
archives,
Lugansk
and
Kirovograd regions exactly, joined this
Agreement.
We are planning to increase the
number of archives participating in the
program of the digitalization of
records as well as develop the
collaborative
relations
with
FamilySearch International.
At the moment all Ukrainian
archives are open to the citizens of
Ukraine and those of other countries.
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Address: 24 Solomianska Str., Kyiv, Ukraine, 03110
Phones: +38 (044) 275-27-77, fax: +38 (044) 275-36-55
E-mail: info@arch.gov.ua
Anatolii Khromov – Head of the State Archival Service of Ukraine
Tetiana Yemelianova – First Deputy Head of the State Archival Service of Ukraine
Larysa Levchenko – Deputy Head of the State Archival Service of Ukraine
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